BÍ(z) = è/f>/n)C..,(l -z)n~V,
and Br" is the Bernstein polynomial for f of order n. We prove the following:
Theorem. Suppose that A is a complex sequence, t>0, m is a nonnegative integer, \AP\ ^¡t(p + l)m for each nonnegative integer p, and f is a function such that, for each complex number z with \z\ < 1, f(z) = 2™=o ApZ", andf (\) is a complex number. Then the Bernstein polynomial sequence B! has limit f on the unit disc and converges uniformly on each closed subset of the unit disc (the set of all complex numbers with modulus less than 1). Bernstein 
Using (1) and four lemmas, we demonstrate the convergence of the Bernstein polynomials for the special functions defined in the next paragraph. With this convergence we prove our theorem. and
and,
for each nonnegative integer m, Hf>)(z) -( -l)mm\Hm+i(z) and
By partial-fractions methods or by induction, it is shown that if z>p then
Then, by induction (differentiation), we see that, for each nonnegative integer m and each number z greater than p,
Let » be an integer greater than p.
Suppose that m is a nonnegative integer such that if k is a nonnegative integer not exceeding m then p\ 0 < (-1)* -Cn,p«*+1G«>(«) á (p + 1)M+1. and, by Lemma 4, as «-»<», the first term on the right side of (2) has the same limit, namely £"»0 Cp+m,mrp, and the last term has limit 0 by Lemma 3. Hence the limit as «->=o of the second term is 0, from which it follows that the second term on the right of (3), below, has + z" £ Akn\ Ynk -n} + z"f(l).
4=0
In (3), as «-*oo, the first term on the right, by Lemma 4, has limit £?_0 ApZ"=f(z), and the second has limit 0. Also, if k is a nonnegative integer, 0= Y"k -nk and [ ^4fc| =i-«i!-Ci+m,m, and r £ C4+m,m« { Ynk -n } = r £ (-1) C.jg^+ifo/w), i-0 5-0 which by Lemma 3 has limit 0 as »-» °° so that the third term in (3) has limit 0 as «-> <». The fourth term in (3) has limit 0 as «-> °°. The convergence is uniform for z in C, and the theorem is proved.
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